This grid of letters conceals words lying across or down, similar to a Crossword puzzle.
The words to find are listed below the grid with their # of letters - cross them off once you’ve entered them.
The circled cells - from the top, left to right - spell out this puzzle’s answer.

Retro Cross #25  Solution: 7 letters

RAGS

(3) ALI LOP EDAM LENO REPO VOID BLITE LEHAR SNAFU OP TIME LAY WIRE OUT ON A LIMB
ALT MAP EDAM NASS RETS VOID DRIER LORIS SPITE PLAY TO PO BOXES
ANP MEL ERNE SIEIN VSOPO DRIER OLIVE USHER PRELIM REO LATE
DEE MID ESTE SIMP VSWR HELIOS WIDER SCROOP WARSHIP
ELI OLE EVER NINE SIMP WIFE HOBOS ROPES SHAME (10) HEAD TO HEAD
ERE IRMA NORA IRMA ROPE SHAME IN EXTREMIS
ERE POEM SLOE SLOTH ITIL SHAME INTO HIDING
ERE AERO ITIL SHAME (5) ALEPH
ERE ITIL SHAME (6) ETUDES RAGS
RAGS